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Abstract : Analytic siruciural features of finite (confined) isoiher mal spheres composed of 
particles of two different masses have been discussed. Approximate analytical solutions to the 
equilibrium equations arc obuined in concise and simple from useful for short computer program 
or on small calculator. The qualitative behaviours of the physical quantities 
/>2(^VPi(o)» and for two component isothermal
models with = 2. 5 and 8, A, = 1 are shown.
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1 . Introduction
Study of the structure of self-gravitating polytropic and isothermal gas spheres in 
Newtonian theory dates back to early twentieth century [1-4]. The self gravitating 
polytropic and isothermal sheets, such as saturn ring system and the Laplacian-disk 
cosmogonies have been considered by Several authors [S-7]. Some new ideas to the study of 
polytropic and isothermal cylinders have been added by some researchers [8-10] and the 
author [11, 12] who tackled the problem of polytropic and isothermal plane-symmetric 
configurations from view point of the ease with which equilibrium equations can be solved.
Building of gas sphere models (stars) follows the traditional work in theoretical 
astrophysics. It helps to understand the contacts between gravitation theory and reality 
(experiments and observations). Isothermal spheres are of interest to astrophysicists because 
of their roles in the studies of stellar structure, star formation, cluster dynamics and galactic 
dynamics. Considerable amount of work has been done in both non-relativistic 
[4,11,13-16] (Newtonian theory) and relativistic (17.18] regimes
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The dynamical evolution of spherical (one-component) systems has been studied in 
detail by several authors. Spitzer and Hart (hereafter called SH) [19] extended the theory to 
systems with a number of masses who [20] had previously pointed out that with the 
addition of even a single component with a different particle mass may have a considerable 
effect on the structure and stability of the system. This instigates us to study the analytical 
structure of finite two-component isothermal (TCI) spheres by Fade (2, 2) ^proximation 
method different from previous numerical procedures. The main advantages of our analytical 
study of the TCI spheres are : Firstly, it is quite economical to build up by simply taking 
into consideration the variations in physical parameters (which could have been probably 
costlier for such experimentation by fallowing stellar dynamics numerical calculations). 
Secondly, slurcture formulae are obtained in simple and concise form useful for very short 
computer programs or even useful for small electronic pocket-calculators, and (iii) it 
provides a direct comparison with evolutionary numerical calculations of Chandrasekhar's 
one-component case [4]. '
Thus in the present work, we study the analytic equilibrium structure o^ two- 
component (finite) isothermal configurations; stability considerations of these objjecis, 
anticipated to be a richer problem in itself would, however, be posq)oned for future Work. 
Section 2 deals with the equilibrium structure (eq. (6)). Approximate analytical solution to 
the structure equations are given in Section 3.
2 . Equilibrium structure equations
For the system (particles of mass m, of phase-space density /, (r, p) with stationary entropy 
S with respect to arbitrary infinitesimal variations in/, subject to the conditions that the 
total energy E and the total numbers of particles of species i remain fixed), we have, in 
equilibrium |21],
/i.
where the gravitational potential <p (r) is defined by
<Pir)
^ ^  mjf, d \ '  d^p'
^  I r - r ’M  ’
(1)
(2)
B = -  ^  (temperature), a, = y  (/t, = chemical potential for species i). The equation of 
equilibrium is given by
= (o) exp - ^ \< p  (r) -  q> {o)], (3)
where the number density of particles of species / is expressed by 
n,(r) fc rt,(o)expj~f«?(r)-fl»(o)]. (4)
Define the two dimensionless variables ^ and v^by
W = f ^ [ 9 ( . r ) - ( p  (o)]. r = a ' a  = [4nG ^ (5)
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In piulicular case, for the system composed of two species of particles only, we have from 
eqs(3)and(S)
H =  m2/mi > 1 .  A s  n2(o)/ni(o) >  0.
(6)
(7)
£ 4 . (6 ) is analogous to the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium of Chandrasekhar’s [4] one— 
component case (A = 0, ju = 1 ). seek in Section 3, approximate analytical solution of
(6 ) satisfying the initial conditions
^ o )  = 0, V^'(o) = 0 ( f ' s j ) (8)
3 . Structure of Two-component isothermal spheres; numerical results, 
and physical significance of structural parameters
It is possible to discuss the physical properties of two-component isothermal spheres 
(TCIS) provided solutions to the structural eq. (6 ) are known. To this aim, one may lake 
resort to the standard numerical methods, for example, R—K method, variational technique, 
etc, when, preferably closed form solutions are not available. In the former case, as here, the 
calculations might involve mathematical complexities, and might be inconveniently 
len'gthy. Hence from view point of astrophysical applications, certain computational 
difficulties could be avoided by means of a suitable series expansion of the function 
valid as 4  0 .
(a) Approximate analytical solutions of eg. (6) :
The scries solutions of cq. (6 ), including terms upto in the neighbourhood of the origin 
—> 0 ), satisfying the initial conditions in (8 ), can be assumed as
+ + + ....... (9)
With the help of eqs. (6 ) and (9), the coefficients a, b, c. d and e may be found by 
straightforward means, Le. we may obtain ;
a =
1 A/i ^ _ 1 AjU
20 a . (10)
c =
- b ( \  + + A a \ l  +
42
d = - ^ l - c ( l  + + 2Aab (1 + -Ba^ (1 + V ) l .
e = yJq [ - </(l + V) + 2ac)(l + V) - + V)
+ C a \\  + V ) ] .
.  _  1  B _ 1  r  - i  
2! ’ 3! 4! •
where if we put A = 0, = 1, we may recover one component case [4].
Now we may express the series in (9) as a Fade (2 ,2 ) approximation in the form of 
a rational function
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(11)
where A ' = 0\ + C", B s=fl2 + fliC + D i 
C' = (ojai-aiO^/A, D' = (0204- 0*3)//!;
4  = O1O3 - 0 *
O] = bla, 02 = c/o, 03 = dia, 04 = ela.
In Figures 1 ,2 .3 ,4 ,  5 , 6 , 7 and 8  we plot (Pi(r)/pi(o). §), (P2('')/pi(o). <S). (PIKaTn i^o), < 
(p/mini(o), (p/mini(o), 1*), (1*1/ ,  (g), (v^, 0  and (¥> <S) curves, respectively, for fix  ^
concentration X = n^o)/ni(o).
F ig u re  1. The m ats density distribution Pi(r), measured in units of p |(o ), {dotted a functioii of
dimensionless variable for panicles o f low mass component m j for systems with fJ. = 2(3)8, 
A = 1. The d u h ed  curve represents one'Ccmponent system [4],
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Figure 2. The mass density distribution measured in units of Pi(o)» plotted as a function of 
dimensionless variable for particles of heavy mass component m2 with ^ = 2(3)8, A = 1.
Figure 3. The pressure disifibuiion p ( r \  measured in units of K ^T  ni(a), versus for two- 
Qdmpoiwm isothcimtl spheres. The curves for 2(3)8. A & 1 are shown.
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F ig u re  4. ’fhc mass density dislnbuuon p { r ) ,  measured in units of miWi(o), versus for iwo- 
componeni isothermal spheres. 'Fhe curves for/i = 2(3)8, ^ = 1 arc shown.
" i
Hgure 5. Propeitiei of a two component system with = 2(3)8, A = 1. TTie mean (mass) density
(hstnbution p/mjAj(o) versus
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Figure 6. Fhe quantity ^\^f‘ (proportional to the total mass) versus  ^ for two-component 
isothennal spheres with pi -  2(3)8, X =1.
Figure 7. Properties of the derivative \ /  of the gravitational pousntial for the two-component 
isothennal spheres with pi -  2(3)8. ^ = 1. are compared with that of one-component case [4].
67B-(9)
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For comparison, one componenl case (A = 0 ,;/ = 1) has been shown in Figures 1,7 
and 8. Figures 1 and 2 show that density distributions for both light (mO and heavy (W2) 
mass particles fall off with increasing /x. The density distribution of the low mass (mO 
species, interior to a radius decreases with increasing /ifor fixed concentration ratio k - \  
and it shows a reverse trend with increasing \i for’heavy mass (m2 ) component, for small § 
(near the centre), but for larger the picture is, however, not very much clear. For the two- 
componeni isothermal spheres, with /i = 2, 5, 8 and A = 1, the pressure distribution P 
interior to a point ^ shows a decreasing trend with increasing (Figure 3), The mass 
density for the TCIS, with /i = 2, 5 and 8, A = 1 is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 5 depicts the mass density (mean p/pj (o) distribution for the TCIS with p  = 2, 5, 8; 
A = 1. A comparison of our result between TCIS (p = 2, 5, 8; A = 1) and that of one- 
component case [4J is given in Figures 6, 7 and 8 where we plot, respectively, 
(proportional to total mass), and y/ (gravitational potential). It is interesting to note 
from Figures 6 and 7 that characteristic features of the system with p  = 2, A = 1, correspond 
more closely to that of one-component case, for small ^ (near the cenu*e).
Figure 8. Properties of the dimensionless gravitational potential i// for the two-component 
isoihcnnal spheres with p =; 2(3)8, A = 1, are compared with that of one-component sphere (dashed 
curve) 14).
(b) Approximate analytical solutions of eg (6) in (U.V) phase plane :
We shall first consider ihc reduction of isothermal cq. (6) to an equation of the first order:
Define the two functions U and V' related with the variables { and ^by equations 
(e~'^+ ____r _  dM (r)
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U =
M{r)
where pressure mass Af and the density p are given by equations:
P = KBT[ny{r) + n2{r)\ = KaTnM[e''^+
r
M = J 4;tr^p dx = 4;roPmjni(o) ^  ^  ,
p = mi/ii(o) exp ^  [ip(r) -  (p(o) ] + m2rt2 (o) exp [<p(f) -  ^  (o)] 
= mini(o) [e
Furthermore, with the help of eqs. (6) and (12), we obtain
where W = (e-'^+
Combining eqs. (14) and (15), we have
(12;
(13)
(14)
(15)
V dU 3 - U - V W
U dV U + V ( l - W ) -  \ '
We note here that like one-component case [4] (W = 1), it is not possible to express
(16)
dUi^
df.
(eq. (14)), (eg. (15)), and ^  (eq. (16)) in terms of V and V alone. The locus of 
points at which the solution curves have horizontal and vertical tangents are given by
U + VW = 3, (17)
U + V^a-W) = 1. (18)
respectively. The point of intersection of the two loci ate expressed by 
2WU = 3 - 2W -  1 ’ V = 2W -  I ' (19)
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Furthermore, as ^->0, we may obtain from expression in (12), 
U = 3 ( 1 - | | ^
(A = l , t t  = 2).
Clearly, therefore, as -> 0, the curves pass through the point 
[/ = 3, K = 0, (^ = 0).
Similarly, from eqs. in (12), we have.
(20)
(21)
U = 3 ( 1 - y| ^ ^  
V =
U = 3(1
(A=1,m =5).
(A=1.M = 8).
(22)
(23)
Clearly, the (U, V) curves start at the point (C/ = 3. K = 0).
To obtain approximate analytical solution of (16) in (f/, V) plane, wc proceed as 
follows : Let us assume a series expansion of expression in (16) in the form
U = 3 + V + + (24)
satisfying the initial conditions f/ = 3, V = 0. The coefficients p\, P3 Pa 
determined by straightforward means.
Thus, we have
P 2  = -y/J, (2^ 1 + 1).
P2 = l p 2 ( W - 5 P , - 2 ) ,
= ^  [ P , ( 2 W - 6 P ^ - 3 ) - 3 f 2 l11
Proceeding as in the foregoing section 3, wc obtain the desired approximate analytical 
solution of (16) in the form of a rational function (Pad6 (2, 2) approximation):
U(2 2) = 3 ^ )
 ^ (1 + C"V + D"V^) ’ (25)
where B" = y (AC” +/Jj)+ /)'■,
C" = (^lA -  AA)/4, D" = 09^ 3 -  AA)/4, 
4  = ^^-p^pi
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Figure 9. Characterisiic features of noii-rolating two-componeni isothcimal spheres L, = 2,
W = 1.11), (;. = I, ju = 5, VV' = 1.44) and (A = 1. a = 8, W = 1.60). The dashed curve (------- )
represent one-componcnrcasc (A = 0, /i -  1. W -  1).
(U, V) curves (Figure 9) represent characteristic features of the three representative two- 
component (A= 1, m = 2, IV = 1.11), (A= l . /r  = 5. IV =1.44), (A = 1,/i = 8, IV = 1.60) 
and one-component (A = 0. ^  = 1, IV = 1) [4] isothermal spheres. Figure 9 shows the fastest 
(monotonic) fall off in U (for assigned values of V) for the case of isothermal sphere defined 
by (A = 1, /i = 8, IV = 1.60) than others.
(c) Distribution of mass, pressure and density inside the isothermal spheres : 
Expression for the mass A#(r) interior to r (or can be written as
M  (r) =  j  A jipr^dr = 4 m '^ m i« i(o ) ^
The pressure P intenor to r (or ^  is given by 
P = KBT[n,{r) + n2{r)l 
which, by virtue of eqs. (4), (5) and (7) becomes 
P = K a rn M le '^  + ^ - '^ '^ l  
The density distribution p at a point r (or |)  defined by
p = mi/ii(o) exp I i^r) -  p^(o)J + exp [<plr) -  ip(o)].
(26)
(27) 
(27‘)
(28)
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or with the help of eqs. (5) and (7), we have
p = mi«i(o) [«■'*'+A/ie"''*'].
The mean density (p(r)) is given by
j5(4) = A f(r)/|7r^V ’ = min,(o) |  ^  :
(28’)
(29)
(d) The total energy :
Expression for the total number Ni and N2 of particles, in dimensionless forms are, 
respectively, given by
A/, = J p i  = 4 « a '\i(o )  (30)
and
I «
Ni = An \ Pi di = Aria /^ii(o)A j^e~ '^''d .^ (31)
Addition of the expressions (16), (17) and the gravitational potential energy 
total energy E of the system
£  = |£f lr (A/,  +A/z) + f2.
I
f2 yields the
\(32)
We note some more important physical implications of our present analytical technique as 
applied to the equilibrium eq. (6) : Any desired physical parameter of the stellar models, 
such as, Pi(r)/pi(o) and P2 W/Pi(o), etc as shown in Figures 1-8, can be immediately 
obtained without computer programs. Pi(r)/pi(o) and P2 ('’)/Pi(o) measure the central 
concentrations of light and heavy particles, respectively, inside the configurations. For 
A’= 0, the first term in eq. (6) dominates (light particles) leading to the well-known 
Chandrasekhitr's assympiotic solution, at large (J, for the one-component case. For A > 0, 
the second term (eq. (6)) dominates (heavy particles). For small an expansion of the form
(9) for the gravitational potential \f/ holds for all A. The heavy particles sink to the centre 
while the light particles are displaced outward. Figure 1 shows a comparative study of the 
mass concentrations of two-component and one-component configurations. In Figures 3, 4 
and 5 are shown, respectively, pressure, density and mean density distributions inside the 
configurations. Characteristic features of the variations of (a quantity proportional to 
mass), \ /  (slope of the gravitational potential yr), and y/ and are given in Figures 6, 7 and 
8, respectively. A comparative study of the variations of U (product of r/M(r) and rate of 
change of mass, dM{r)/dr) with V (product of r/P{r) and rate of change of pressure dp{r)ldr) 
between two component and onc-componcni stellar models is shown in Figure 9.
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